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ABSTRACT
Between 1973 and 1982, the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center conducted "coast-down" tests
demonstrating means for reducing the drag of trucks, buses, and motor homes. Numerous configurations
were evaluated using a box-shaped test van, a two-axle truck, and a tractor-semitrailer combination.
Results from three configurations of the test van are of interest now in view of a trucking industry goal of
a 0.25 drag coefficient for tractor-semitrailer combinations. Two test van configurations with blunt-base
geometry, similar to present day trucks (one configuration has square front corners and the other has
rounded front corners), quantify the base drag increase associated with reduced forebody drag. Hoerner's
equations predict this trend; however, test van results, reinforced by large-scale air vehicle data, indicate
that Hoerner's formula greatly underestimates this dependence of base drag on forebody efficiency. The
demonstrated increase in base drag associated with forebody refinement indicates that the goal of a
0.25 drag coefficient will not be achieved without also reducing afterbody drag. A third configuration of
the test van had a truncated boattail to reduce afterbody drag and achieved a drag coefficient of 0.242.
These results are included here and references are identified for other means of reducing afterbody drag.
NOMENCLATURE
A
A'
A b
A
C
A w
C
conventional reference area, h x w, ft 2
NASA Dryden-designated reference area, h' x w, f12
base area, f12, Ab = A' for test van configurations A through F
maximum projected cross-sectional area, f12
wetted area of forebody, f12
base pressure profile factor, c = 0.92 for air vehicles and c = 0.95 for test van*
C D
CD A
CD b
CDf
CDf, b
CDf, w
C F '
e
COE
total aerodynamic drag coefficient, CDf ' b + CDb' reference area = A' for test van
drag coefficient of test van configuration A (all square corners)
base drag coefficient, reference area A b, CDb = c - --CPb
forebody drag coefficient, t C D - CDb
forebody drag coefficient, reference A b
forebody drag coefficient, reference A w
equivalent skin friction coefficient of forebody, CFe' -" CDf ' w
cab over engine
*The profile factor for ground vehicles is assumed to be closer to unit)' than for air vehicles because base flow separation
line (station) for ground vehicles is relatively less complex and free of upstream leakage.
' CDf can have two different reference areas, either CDI' b or CDf ' w "
CP b
deft
DOT
h
h'
K
l
Pb
Poo
C7
F
V
}47
AC D
9
base pressure coefficient, ( P b -Poo )/?1
effective diameter of the vehicle, deft = _]--ff-, ft
Department of Transportation
height of vehicle from ground to top surface, ft or in.
height of cargo container part of vehicle, ft or in.
numerator coefficient for Hoerner's equation
length of vehicle, ft or in.
base pressure, lb/ft 2
ambient pressure, lb/ft 2
dynamic pressure, lb/ft 2, 1/2p V 2
radius of rounded front corners, in.
velocity of test van in calm wind conditions, mi/hr or ft/sec
width of cargo container part of vehicle, ft or in.
reduction in drag coefficient of a test van configuration relative to CDA
ambient density of air, slug/ft 3
INTRODUCTION
The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (Edwards, California) became involved with ground
vehicle aerodynamics during the "oil crisis" of the early 1970's. At that time, most designers of motor
homes, buses, and heavy-duty trucks ignored aerodynamic considerations when determining vehicle
shape. Primary emphasis was given to ease of fabrication and avoiding rounded corners that would dimin-
ish inside volume. The resulting configurations were box-like and represented great opportunity for aero-
dynamic refinement.
At NASA Dryden,* experimental effort emphasized real vehicles rather than subscale models. At the
onset of the "energy crisis," potential existed for demonstrating significant improvements in drag
reduction by applying the simple "coast-down" (deceleration) techniques to ground vehicles that had
been used by earlier experimenters. 1-3 Experimenters at NASA Dryden had confidence in the coast-
down method because it is analogous to the accelerometer method of measuring aircraft drag for
"coasting," or "power off," flight. 4, 5 Defining the efficiency of aircraft was, of course, the usual respon-
sibility of the experimenters.
*At the time of the earlier ground vehicle experiments, the research facility was named NASA Flight Research Center. In
May of 1976. the name was changed to the Hugh L. Dryden Flight Research Center. herein referred to as NASA Dryden.
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Funds were not available for the rental or purchase of a ground vehicle with which to perform the first
drag studies. Consequently, an experimental effort was initiated in 1974 using a modified van that had
been retired from hauling mail and making routine deliveries for NASA Dryden (figs. l(a) and l(b)). 6
The results of this effort were noticed by the U. S. Department of Transportation (DOT). This agency
offered to fund NASA Dryden's entry into 18-wheel heavy-duty truck testing of several "add-on" devices
that various manufacturers had been advocating for drag reduction. The DOT reasoned that the coast-
down work demonstrated by NASA Dryden 6 represented an objective means of sorting out which add-on
devices would be the most effective. NASA Dryden accepted the DOT proposal and consequently had
two ground vehicle research facilities, the test van and an 18-wheel cab-over-engine (COE) tractor
and semitrailer.
Both vehicles were used in extensive coast-down tests. Subsequently, another tractor and semitrailer
of the same make and model were obtained under the DOT arrangement for over-the-highway fuel
consumption tests. These tests were concurrent, wherein one vehicle served as the baseline and the other
carried a candidate add-on device (fig. l(c)). Results from follow-on experiments using the test van and
the DOT-supported heavy-duty truck tests have previously been published. 7-1 l*
The foregoing experiments stimulated follow-on tests that included a major modification to a COE
tractor and trailer combination (fig. l(d)), t2 Coast-down tests were also conducted to evaluate modifica-
tions to a two-axle truck, and NASA Dryden sponsored seven separate wind-tunnel model studies of all of
the types of vehicle shapes mentioned thus far. The results of this follow-on effort have previously been
reported. 12-24 The latest of these references, published in 1983, represented the conclusion of NASA
Dryden's active and sponsored participation in ground vehicle aerodynamic research.
During the next decade, truck manufacturers and the interested federal departments (DOT and the
Department of Energy) placed increasing attention and effort on improving aerodynamic efficiency of
heavy-duty trucks and buses and sponsored joint conferences and workshops. Although NASA Dryden
has not been involved in these more recent efforts, representatives were invited to attend and participate
in a workshop held in Phoenix, Arizona, January 30-31, 1997. t Several of the presentations for the
January 30 th sessions discussed and proclaimed that a generally accepted goal for drag coefficient of
future tractor-semitrailer combinations is 0.25 (van-type trailers). Graphics were provided of recently
developed and planned configurations for tractors that are evolving toward achievement of that stated
goal. Consideration of the ramifications of these tractor configurations in the context of the stated goal for
drag coefficient constitutes the purpose of this publication, as outlined in the discussion section. First,
however, a brief overview of attempts to reduce truck drag will be presented as background to the afore-
mentioned drag coefficient goal for future heavy-duty trucks.
BACKGROUND
Minimizing fluid-dynamic drag through careful shaping has been practiced by boat and ship designers
for many hundreds of years. Proposals for means to reduce the aerodynamic drag of road vehicles have
been made since approximately 1914, when the speed of horsedrawn vehicles began to be exceeded.
Because fuel supplies were plentiful and highway speeds were still generally low, serious attempts to
*At the time of these publications (mid 1970's), expected fuel savings, in percent, were understood to be approximately
one-half of the percentage reduction in aerodynamic drag. 8' 11
+The title of the workshop was "U. S. Department of Energy Workshop on Heavy Vehicle Aerodynamic Drag" and was
cosponsored by the U. S. Department of Energy and the Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory.
(a) Partly constructed test van showing substructure.
E 26477
E 26574
(b) Test van configuration A (all square corners).
Figure 1. Examples of ground vehicles evaluated at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center.
(c) Cab-over-engine
ECN 42 i 3
tractor and semitrailer with cab-mounted add-on device.
(d) Low-drag cab-over-engine tractor-semitrailer configuration.
Figure 1. Concluded.
ECN 4724
reduce aerodynamic drag were sporadic and not often adopted until the oil crisis of the 1970's. This
dearth of attention to drag reduction was the norm in the design of heavy-duty trucks despite very credible
research performed during the 1950's by the University of Maryland for Trailmobile, Inc. (Chicago,
Illinois) 25 and during the 1960's by General Motors Corporation (Detroit, Michigan). 26
The oil crisis stimulated the development of add-on devices that could be affixed to trucks that were
already in use, and workshops such as those represented by reference 8 were organized to disseminate
ideas and information. However, the rate of acceptance and use of add-on devices was modest. A private,
anecdotal survey was made by this author during the summer of 1975 coincident with a 3600-mile
vacation trip (California to Iowa, round trip). This survey, which involved a sample field of 965 tractor-
semitrailer vehicles, revealed that 11 percent of the tractor-semitrailer combinations having van-type
trailers were using cab-mounted add-on deflector shields. Figure l(c) shows an air deflector that typifies
those devices. More sophisticated cab-mounted devices followed, most for use on COE tractors, which
were more numerous than conventional tractors at that time.* These follow-on devices were more "three-
dimensional" than the earlier add-ons in that they covered more of the cab roof surface and had substantial
volume compared to the earlier panel-type deflectors. Examples of these follow-on devices are the Drag-
foiler ® developed by GMC Truck and Coach Division (Pontiac, Michigan) 27 and the "streamlined
fairing" developed by the University of Maryland. 28
Although the author does not know when the change began, the conventional, or long-nose, tractor
has apparently now replaced the COE tractor as the predominant type. Many of the conventional tractors
now carry aerodynamic fairings above and behind the cab that essentially shield the entire front face of
the semitrailer from the oncoming airstream. These huge devices also include side panels that reduce the
gap length between the tractor fairing and the semitrailer. Figure 2 shows an example of this type of
forebody treatment. Although this represents a substantial step toward reducing the tractor and semitrailer
forebody drag, the profile view (fig. 2(b)) shows rather severe discontinuities in profile slopes between
the top of the engine hood and the above-cab fairing. These discontinuities add to the tractor
forebody drag.
Recently (1997-1998), a few tractor models have appeared on the highways that show a significantly
smoother profile from the hood region to the above-cab fairing. Figure 3 shows two examples of such
configurations, vehicle X and vehicle Y. The sun visors of these tractors are vented at the top, so the
effective profiles in this region are relatively smooth irrespective of the silhouetted sun visor images of
the profile views. These two tractors typify a trend that will probably continue because their forebodies
will do less work on the air and will thereby have low forebody drag, and they tend to shield the front face
of the trailer.
Several presentations by representatives of organizations at the aforementioned 1997 Phoenix work-
shop acknowledged and endorsed the goal of a 0.25 drag coefficient for tractor-semitrailer combinations.
These presentations indicated that upcoming tractor configurations would be conventional (long-nose)
types with very refined and smooth cross-sectional area development. Conceptual examples shown were
reminiscent of futuristic models considered in the 1970's by Servais and Bauer. 8, 29 The conventional
tractor style is understood to offer more potential for gradual cross-sectional area development than the
COE configuration and perhaps is one reason for the emergence of the conventional type in greater
*The aforementioned 1975 survey also revealed that 79 percent of the tractors sampled were COE and 72 percent of the
semitrailers were van-type, as opposed to flat beds or tankers.
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(a) Approaching view.
EC97 44312-05
EC97 44312-06
(b) Profile view.
Figure 2. Conventional tractor with fairing that shields trailer front. Forebody profile has significant slope
discontinuities.
(a) Vehicle X, approaching view.
EC97 44312-01
EC97 44312-02
(b) Vehicle X, profile view.
Figure 3. Conventional tractors with fairing that shields trailer front. Forebody profile has modest slope
changes.
(c) VehicleY, approachingview.
EC97 44312-07
(d) Vehicle Y, profile view.
Figure 3. Concluded.
EC97 44312-08
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numbers.However,experienceat NASA Drydenregardinggroundvehicleand flight researchand the
reportedresults6--24(aswell asunpublishedresults)raisequestionsandpossibilitiesregardingtherelative
aerodynamicefficiency of conventionalandCOEconfigurationsin combinationwith van-typetrailers.
Thesequestionsandpossibilitieshavearisenin thecontextof thegoalfor thecoefficientof aerodynamic
drag(0.25)for 18-wheelheavy-dutytrucks.Theconsequencesof thesequestionsandthedevelopmentof
thepossibilitieswill bediscussedin thefollowing section.
DISCUSSION
Truck designersapparentlyhaveexperimentalevidencethata dragcoefficientof 0.25 is achievable.
In addition,theNASA Drydengroundvehicleexperimentsconductedfrom 1974to 1982tendto support
this possibility. Much of the evidencefrom NASA Drydensuggestinga dragcoefficient of 0.25 as a
practicalgoalderivesfrom thetestvanexperiments.References6, 7, 10,and21 chroniclethereduction
in dragobtainedwith thisbox-shapedvehiclethatwasachievedthroughvariousmodifications.Thebase-
line vehicle,configurationA, had squarecornersat the front and rearand a typical rough or exposed
underbody(fig. 1),representingthesquare-corneredhauleror motor homeof theearly 1970's.Various
modificationswere thenmade,beginningwith roundedfront corners;andthe final configurationshad
roundedfront vertical andhorizontalcorners,a smoothedunderbody,anda boattail (first a full boattail
and finally a truncatedboattail).The aerodynamicdragreductionachievedby the final configuration
(which had the truncatedboattail), CD -0.242, was73 percentasreferencedto theoriginal baseline
configuration(CD = 0.89).Figure4 showsphotographsof thesetwo configurations,A andH, andtheir
respectivedragcoefficients,herebasedon theconventionalreferencearea.Notehow thetuft patternon
thevehiclewith squarefront cornersisrandom,andsometufts,approximatelyone-thirdof theway from
thefront, aresweptforwardby thelargevortexgeneratedby thefront corner.
Conversely,configurationH, whichhadtheroundedfrontcorners,exhibitsatuft patternthatindicates
attachedboundary-layerflow for theentirelengthof thevehicle,includingtheboattail.Figure4(c) shows
that attachedflow alsoprevailedover thetop surface.This attachedflow, the smoothedunderbody,and
theboattailpermit configurationH to havethedragcoefficientof 0.242.Figure5 showstheextentof the
attachedflow for configurationsG andH, whichhadfull andtruncatedboattails,respectively.Figure5(a)
showsthatattachedflow prevailsovertheupperandsideboattailsurfaces;andevenfor the lowersurface
thetufts appearto bealignedstreamwise,althoughgravityis beginningto pull a few tufts awayfrom the
surface.The white tufts on the baseformedby truncationshow the randomnessexpectedin such a
thoroughly separatedregion.The tuff patternsin figure 5(b)and(c) indicatethat attachedflow extends
slightly beyondthe truncationline (station)indicatedby the sealingtape.This indication is consistent
with the only slightly lower dragcoefficientfor the full boattailascomparedto thetruncatedboattail.
Thus,thebody stationfor truncationwaswell-chosen,albeitsomewhatfortuitousin that thechoicewas
basedona combinationof flow visualizationevidencefrom theone-tenthscalemodeltestsof reference
13andameasureof judgment.
Table 1showstabulatedvaluesof dragcoefficientsandpercentagesof dragreductionfor eachof the
eighttestvanconfigurations.Table2 showshighlightsof configurationaldifferencesfor thetestvanpro-
gram.For an explanationof the definitions for "NASA Dryden-designated"and "conventional" drag
coefficientsasrepresentedin table1,referto theappendix.
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(a)ConfigurationA (baseline).ConventionalC D = 0.89.
E 26717
(b) Configuration H. Conventional C D = 0.242.
Figure 4. Comparison of tuft patterns from the baseline configuration and the configurauon
rounded front comers.
E 38096
that has
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E 27062
(c) View showing attached-flow tuft pattern on upper surface when front corners are rounded.
Figure 4. Concluded.
E 38075
(a) Configuration H (truncated boattail). Conventional C D = 0.242.
Figure 5. Tuft patterns for truncated and full boattait configurations.
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(b) ConfigurationG (full boattail).ConventionalC D = 0.238.
E 38007
(c) Configuration G (full boattail). Conventional C D "- 0.238.
Figure 5. Concluded.
E 38008
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Table1.Testvandragresults.
Configuration
AC D
C D ,
NASA Dryden- CDA CD,
designated percent conventional Reference
A 1.13 0 0.89 6, 7, 10
B 0.68 40 0.54 6, 7, 10
C 0.520 54 0.410 7, 10
D 0.440 61 0.347 7, 10
E 0.443 61 0.350 7, 10
F 0.463 59 0.365 7, 10
G 0.302 73 (.733) 0.238 21
H 0.307 73 (.728) 0.242 21
Table 2. Configuration characteristics.
Comers
Configuration* Front Rear Underbody
A Square Square Exposed
B Vertical rounded, Vertical rounded, Exposed
horizontal square horizontal square
C Rounded Rounded Exposed
D Rounded Rounded Full-length seal
E Rounded Rounded Three-fourths-length seal
F Rounded Square Three-fourths-length seal
G Rounded Full boattail Full-length seal
H Rounded Truncated boattail Full-length seal
*Configuration F approximates configuration I of reference 21 except that configuration I has a full-length
underbody seal (fairing). Configuration G is configuration II and configuration H is configuration III of
reference 21. Drag coefficients for configurations G and H are averaged for V = 50 mph and 60 mph. Drag
coefficients for configurations A to F were obtained at V = 60 mph.
As indicated in figure 5 and table 1, two of the test van configurations, G and H, achieved
conventional drag coefficients slightly below 0.25. In order to obtain this level of drag coefficient, refin-
ing the shape of both the front and rear portions of the vehicle was necessary. Smoothing, or enclosing,
the underbody so that axles, transmission, fuel tanks, muffler, suspension system and other underbody
hardware were shielded from the extemal air flow was also necessary. Although the results from these
two configurations are noteworthy because of their low drag, data from configurations A and F offer
insight into an important aerodynamics relationship for the flow over a body having a blunt base. This
relationship determines that the more efficient the forebody of a vehicle, the greater the base drag--unless
14
special effort is applied to reduce aflerbody drag.* Both configurations A and F had blunt bases (table 2;
figs. 1 and 6), as do present heavy-duty semitrailer van-type haulers. However, configuration A had a very
inefficient forebody; and configuration F, which had frontal comer radii that were 20 percent of the vehi-
cle width, had a forebody with very low drag.
(a) Viewed at the eleven o'clock position showing rounded front comers.
E 27719
(b) Viewed at the eight o'clock position showing square aft comers,
Figure 6. Configuration F (vehicle at rest); r/w = 0.2.
*The text and figures to follow provide help in quantifying the relationship of base drag to forebody drag.
E 27718
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The results from these configurations, considered together, show that special attention to the
afterbody design is necessary to achieve the design goal drag coefficient of 0.25. Such efforts may result
in greater trailer length that may violate length regulations, especially tractor-semitrailer combinations
employing conventional-type tractors with corresponding long wheel bases. The benefits provided by
afterbody refinement for van-type trailers encourages reconsideration of shorter wheel base, COE tractors
to afford a fraction of overall vehicle length devoted to the modified afterbody. The rationale for this
consideration and supporting data from test van configurations A and F and blunt-based flee-flight air
vehicles follow.
Base pressure measurements were made on the blunt-based test van configurations A and F at a
nominal highway speed of approximately 60 mph. Configuration F had an aerodynamically efficient
forebody, rounded front corners, and a smoothed underbody. 7' l0 Configuration A had squared front
corners and a normal rough underbody; hence, its forebody was very inefficient. These two test van
configurations provide an example of how the aerodynamic efficiency (or lack of efficiency) influences
the base drag of a ground vehicle.
The base pressure coefficient for configuration F is -0.307, 10 and for configuration A is -0.10.* Thus,
configuration F, which featured the rounded front corners and efficient attached flow, has three times
more base drag than configuration A. This same trend is also evident for the one-tenth scale model results
reported in reference 13. This trend is also characteristic of blunt-based aircraft components and missiles,
as demonstrated by Hoerner in reference I. Hoerner assembled data from numerous sources and devel-
oped semiempirical expressions that represent the relationship of subsonic base pressure coefficients to
the forebody drag of the models under consideration. Hoerner developed a relationship for three-
dimensional flow and another for quasi-two-dimensional conditions. These expressions, from reference 1,
are as follows:
three-dimensional flow: CPb
0.029
m
1
(CDf)2-
,b
(1)
quasi-two-dimensional conditions: CPb -
0.135
(2)
Figure 7 shows the base pressure results from both configurations of the test van, full and one-tenth
scale, in Hoerner's format along with curves representing the two Hoerner relationships. In addition,
another expression for three-dimensional flow is included. This latter curve, from reference 30, is a mod-
ification to Hoerner's three-dimensional equation wherein the numerator coefficient of 0.029 is replaced
by 0.055. The unflagged symbols in figure 7 represent the base pressure coefficient plotted as a function
of forebody drag coefficient, where the forebody drag coefficient is defined as the difference between the
total aerodynamic drag coefficient and the base drag coefficient, and the base area of the vehicle is the
reference area of the drag coefficient. Thus, by this definition the forebody drag obviously includes aero-
dynamic losses caused by the wheels and wheel we/Is in addition to the drag generated by the front face,
top, bottom, and side surfaces and protuberances on the vehicle.
*The base pressure data from test van configuration A are previously unpublished. The data were obtained by Robert R.
Meyer, Jr. and Glen Horvat in 1982 shortly before NASA Dryden ceased ground vehicle experimentation.
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Figure 7. Relationship of base pressure coefficient to forebody drag coefficient for the test van and for
two-dimensional and three-dimensional semiempirical equations.
These test van data tend to confirm, in a qualitative way, the trends represented by the three semiem-
pirical expressions from Hoerner. Also included for the test van configurations having rounded front
corners are abscissa values for the forebody drag coefficient based on estimated friction losses (the
flagged circular symbols). These friction losses are based on an assumed turbulent boundary layer and
fully attached flow over all surfaces, top, bottom, and sides, ahead of the base. Thus, the flagged data
points represent an ideal body wherein pressure drag from the forward facing front surface, the drag of
protuberances, the wheels, and wheel wells are not considered. Thus, a measure of these losses for config-
uration F is the difference in abscissa position of the flagged and unflagged circular symbols. The ordinate
values given the flagged symbols are, of course, the same measured values as for the unflagged data (for
example, the base pressure coefficients for the vehicle having wheels and wheel wells).
Although the test van data (full and one-tenth scale) follow the trends of the semiemperical curves of
references 1 and 30 in a qualitative way, the degree of similarity is not quantitative. When the semi-
empirical expressions are assessed against relatively large air vehicles in free flight, the results are as
shown in figure 8. The free-flight base pressure data represent results measured on the X-15 research
airplane, 31 the X-24B lifting body, 32 and the Space Shuttle shape. 33 In addition, previously unpublished
data from the M2-F3 lifting-body are also shown. The forebody drag values for these flight vehicles are
obtained from reference 34. Also included are the previously shown results from the test van, configura-
tions A and F (unflagged symbols only).
The free-flight data from the four air vehicles seem to have a closer relationship with Hoerner's quasi-
two-dimensional expression than with either of the three-dimensional curves.* This relationship was
*The A symbol representing the X-24B lifting body is displaced significantly (Cpb more negative) from the other three air
vehicles of comparable forebody drag. This displacement is caused by X-24B longitudinal control surface deflection while the
base pressure data were obtained, which+ as demonstrated in reference 30, associates configurations that are flared ahead of the
base with more negative base pressure coefficients.
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Figure 8. Relationship of base pressure coefficient to forebody drag coefficient for the test van and
semiempirical equations and from four air vehicles.
unexpected; however, Hoerner was dependent primarily on small-scale model data when he was develop-
ing his equations. His data were mostly from axisymmetric bodies for the three-dimensional shapes,
whereas the test van and air vehicle data are asymmetric and of significantly larger scale. The authors of
reference 30 were also using small-scale model results when they modified Hoerner's three-dimensional
expression, and their models were mostly asymmetric. Although Hoerner's equations produce trends that
large-scale results follow, the full-scale results suggest a larger numerator coefficient for the three-
dimensional equation for future applications.
Because future large-scale data are obviously not available and all of the vehicles being considered
herein are three-dimensional, tentative larger numerator coefficients will be offered here (fig. 9). A
shaded region has been added to the relationships already considered. This region represents the Hoerner
three-dimensional formula using the numerator coefficient raised to 0.09 for the lower boundary and to
0.10 for the upper boundary. With the exception of the triangular data point representing the X-24B lifting
body with the flared afterbody ahead of the base, these coefficients provide a reasonable approximation of
the base pressure coefficient-to-forebody drag coefficient relationship formed by the other three air
vehicles. At the higher values of forebody drag coefficient, the shaded band approaches the base pressure
coefficient level of test van configuration A. A numerator coefficient of 0.12 applied to the Hoerner three-
dimensional equation would approximate the base pressure coefficient level for the test van configuration
F at full scale.
Figure 10 shows drag coefficient values for a tractor-semitrailer combination for a range of forebody
drag coefficients that were calculated using curves representing the relationships shown in figure 9 by the
shaded band and the modification of Hoerner's three-dimensional relationship from reference 30.
Although the forebody drag coefficients used in Hoerner's equation (and for the abscissa values of
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Figure 9. Relationship of base pressure coefficient to forebody drag coefficient for the test van, four air
vehicles, and various forms of Hoerner's semiempirical equations.
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Figure 10. Relationship of total aerodynamic drag coefficient with forebody drag coefficient, based on
three versions of Hoemer's three-dimensional semiempirical equations.
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figure 10) are referenced to the base area, the ordinate values of total aerodynamic drag coefficient are
based upon reference area A as defined in the appendix. This method was used so that the three curves
shown in figure 10 could apply directly to the previously mentioned design drag coefficient goal of 0.25.
In developing the three curves in figure 10, the tractor-trailer combination is assumed to be smoothly inte-
grated, to have side skirts, and to have a smooth underbody.
Of the three expressions shown in figure 10, only the modification offered by reference 30, K = 0.055,
clearly provides a range of conditions over which the C D goal of 0.25 is approached for a tractor-
semitrailer combination having a flat blunt base without afterbody design refinement of some kind. The
base pressure data shown in figures 7-9 indicate, however, that the three-dimensional expression having
the numerator coefficient of 0.055 does not simulate these large-scale, asymmetric results. Clearly, the
pressure coefficient data points shown in figures 7 to 9 are closer to the three-dimensional expressions
having the higher numerator coefficients (0.09 to 0.10), which are represented by the two higher curves in
figure 10. However, the total drag of a truck having the forebody-to-base drag relationships such as indi-
cated by the two higher drag expressions should also be capable of providing a design goal drag coeffi-
cient of 0.25 if proper afterbody refinement is applied. Figures 7-9 show that configuration F at full scale
has a base pressure coefficient significantly more negative than all of Hoerner's equations, and revisions
thereof, considered thus far. Nevertheless, when a truncated boattail was added (configuration H), a drag
coefficient of 0.242 was achieved. Note the data points representing the test van configurations F and H in
figure 10.*
Although the various equations developed by Hoerner (and derivations thereof) that are explicit in
figures 7 to 9 and implicit in figure 10 may not quantify the best relationship of base drag to forebody drag
for large asymmetric vehicles, they are qualitative guidelines of the trends shown by the test van and free-
flight vehicles. Therefore, because the modified equation with a numerator coefficient of 0.09 or 0.10 is
relatively successful in representing the available large scale data, the relationship employed is considered
useful because it facilitates interpretation of these data as follows:
. Because forebody drag and base drag are additive, and according to the trends illustrated in
figure 10, a vehicle having a blunt base without some form of afterbody refinement is unlikely to
achieve a drag coefficient of 0.25.
. Given that afterbody refinement will likely be necessary to achieve this design goal, the curves
shown in figure 10 also suggest that the final "definitive" curve will display a modest range of
forebody drag coefficient that will result in a minimum overall drag coefficient (a drag "bucket")
for that vehicle, t
° Based on the assumptions operative in the derivation of figure 10 (including the proposed
coefficients of 0.09 and 0.10 for Hoerner's three-dimensional equation), minimum achievable
drag coefficients range from approximately 0.360 to 0.385 for a blunt-based tractor-trailer
combination. The final definition of this minimum drag coefficient will require the
accomplishment of the tasks described in items 4 and 5 to follow.
*The area A' is used for reference area of configuration H in figure 10 because A' is the cross-sectional area of the vehi-
cle at the body station where the boattail afterbody begins (rather than using the base area formed by truncation of the boattail).
This does not affect the ordinate value of total aerodynamic drag coefficient, 0.242.
"This characteristic is reminiscent of relationships shown in reference 1, pages 6-9. 6-19, 13-2. and 13-6. The concept ot
such a drag bucket is discussed in greater detail in reference 34.
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4. Although actually defining the drag bucket using a highly refined tractor-semitrailer combination
would be an interesting challenge for future experimenters, whether a forebody drag coefficient
can be achieved low enough to demonstrate the region of minimum drag is uncertain (perhaps
unlikely). Nevertheless, the advisability of conducting full-scale coast-down experiments,
including base pressure measurements, to work toward defining the drag bucket deserves
consideration.
5. Such a tractor-semitrailer combination, or other ground vehicles of comparable fineness ratio,
capable of representing a wide range of forebody drag coefficients should be used to define the
correct "definitive" base pressure-to-forebody drag relationship. This experiment should be
performed even if the complete drag bucket cannot be defined because the test van data used
herein may be marginal in scale and is limited to only two values of forebody drag coefficient.
6. If a forebody drag coefficient low enough to define the drag bucket could be achieved, then the
least extensive afterbody modifications would be required in order to obtain the design goal of
0.25 for aerodynamic drag coefficient.
The reason for uncertainty as to whether a forebody drag coefficient low enough to define the drag
bucket can actually be obtained (item 4 above) is because the apparent target region is approximately 0.10
to 0.16 when forebody drag coefficient is referenced to the base area. Although the forebody drag coeffi-
cient of the test van configuration F is close to this region, configuration F had very few protuberances (all
small), the underbody was smooth over the forward three-fourths of its length, and the wheel wells were
sealed. 7 Configuration H, which had the underbody faired smooth over its entire length, had a somewhat
lower forebody drag coefficient. Nevertheless, a significantly lower forebody drag coefficient would be
required in order to define the entire drag bucket experimentally. The fact that three of the air vehicles
have forebody drag coefficients on the same order as test van configurations F and H reinforces the spec-
ulation that, based on data presented thus far, achieving the drag bucket remains uncertain for a vehicle
having a conventional blunt base.
The forebody drag coefficients discussed and noted thus far depend on the base area of the respective
vehicles as a reference because Hoerner's equation, and derivatives thereof, require base area as a refer-
ence. His formulation is very useful toward understanding the various data that are available. Asking
whether another logical reference area exists that would either reinforce or dispel the possibility that the
test van forebody drag coefficient and some air vehicle forebody losses can be of the same order is reason-
able. Because forebody drag is dependent on the flow over the forebody surfaces and any flow separation
associated with those surfaces, another logical reference is the total surface area upstream of the base,
which is called the "wetted" area.
Figure 11 shows forebody drag coefficients for several subject vehicles using the base area and then
the wetted area as a reference. For this comparison, another lifting-body air vehicle, the M2-F1 lifting
body, is also included. Figure 1 l(a) shows the forebody drag coefficients in bar graph form, using the
base area as a reference.* In this format, the test van forebody drag coefficients compare favorably with
the three lifting-body air vehicles, are of the same order as the Space Shuttle value, and greatly exceed the
X-15 forebody drag coefficient. When the wetted area is used as a reference (fig. 1 l(b)), the test van
coefficients are significantly greater than the Space Shuttle and the X-15 vehicle, but of the same order as
the remaining air vehicles, which are lifting bodies.
*As noted before, configuration H, in figures 10 and 1l(a) uses the same reference area as configuration F--the cross-sec-
tional area of the vehicle where the boattail afterbody begins.
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Figure 11. Influence of reference area choice on comparisons of forebody drag coefficients for several air
vehicles and two test van configurations.
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Based on figures 11 (a) and (b), these test van configurations challenge lifting-body air vehicle shapes
for forebody efficiency, and the X-15 and Space Shuttle forebody losses are significantly lower. Because
the fineness ratios of the latter two vehicles are higher than most lifting bodies and the test van, fineness
ratio is worth examining in greater detail.
Figure 12 shows forebody drag coefficients for several vehicles on the basis of effective fineness
ratio, vehicle length divided by effective diameter, where deft = 5 and A c is the maximum pro-
jected forebody cross-sectional area. Although a modest degree of correlation was expected, the degree of
order shown in figure 12 was unexpected and is believed to be somewhat fortuitous. Nevertheless, the
data show that fineness ratio is a factor that adds order to the apparent large differences in forebody drag
coefficient when wetted area is used as a reference.
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Figure 12. Relationship of forebody drag coefficient with fineness ratio for the subject vehicles.
Excepting the X-24B datum, which is believed to be subject to the large longitudinal control surface
"wedge angle" when in the transonic configuration (and possible compressibility effects), the remaining
data suggest that:
.
.
The effect of fineness ratio on the forebody drag coefficient of ground vehicles (in this case, two
test van configurations) and air vehicles is similar in nature.
Because an advanced integrated tractor-semitrailer combination will have a significantly higher
fineness ratio than any of the test van configurations, the potential exists for lower wetted surface
forebody losses, as compared to the test van configurations. Such lower losses may afford
allowance for a portion of the tire and wheel aerodynamic drag that accompanies an 18-wheel
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truck. The effectivefinenessratio of an advancedintegratedtractor-semitrailercombination is
assumedto beatleastfive (perhapsasmuchasseven),a factorof two to threegreaterthanfor the
testvan.
Baseduponobservationsmade(figs. 10-12),thedecisionwasmadeto preparerelationshipsof total
drag coefficient with forebody drag coefficient (basedupon wetted area) analogousto figure 10.
Figure 13showstheresultingcurves,againrepresentingthreenumeratorcoefficientsfor Hoerner'sthree-
dimensionalequation.Theserelationshipsdependona specifiedratioof wettedareato baseareasothat
the basedragcoefficient canbe calculatedfor a given valueof forebodydragcoefficient basedupon
wettedarea.As with figure 10,thetractorandsemitrailerareassumedto besmoothlyintegratedandhave
a smoothunderbody,side skirts, and a blunt base.The resulting wettedarea-to-basearea ratio is
approximately23.5,andtheeffectivefinenessratio is 5.25.Assumingthatthecurveshavingnumerator
coefficientsof 0.09or 0.10for Hoerner'sequationarerepresentativeof heavy-dutyvehicles,wettedarea
forebodydragcoefficientvaluesbetweenapproximately0.004and0.008bracketthebucketregion.If a
highervalue of K is found to better representheavy-dutyvehicles,the bucket region will obviously
advanceto higherforebodydragcoefficients.Basedon therelationshipsshownin figure 12,wettedarea
forebodydragcoefficientsbetween0.004and0.008arenot beyondconsiderationfor effectivefineness
ratiosnear5 (excludingtire, wheel,andwheel-well losses).Thus, careful shielding and fairing of these
rolling components must be accomplished in order to limit the forebody drag that would be added to the
minimum for attached turbulent flow (shown in figure 13 by the dashed vertical line).*
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Figure 13. Relationship of total aerodynamic coefficient with forebody drag coefficient (analogous to
figure 10) where forebody drag coefficient is based on wetted area.
*The dashed vertical line at 0.0025 on the abscissa represents the forebody drag coefficient, based on the wetted area, that
would exist if only friction losses for turbulent flow over a smooth skin forebody existed (no pressure or interferencc losses).
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As figure 10alsoshows,theserelationshipsindicatethata largereductionof basedragmustoccurin
orderto achievethedragcoefficientgoalof 0.25.If thedefinitive relationshipof total aerodynamicdrag
coefficient to forebodydrag coefficient is provento be reasonablyclose to the two uppercurvesof
figures 10and 13, then the test van resultsincludedin figure 10offer encouragementhat afterbody
refinementmay closethe gap.The truncatedboattailusedon the testvan is only one approach,but is
worthy of considerationin spiteof its major departurefrom contemporarytruck design.Theselessons
learnedrelativeto trucksoughtto applyalsoto long-range,or interstate,busesandmotor homes.
Dataor informationrelatedto vehicleboattailapplicationscanbeobtainedin references1, 13, 15-19,
21 and 25, andthe patentslisted as references35-37. The conceptsofferedby thesepatentsareonly
examplesandothermorerecentpatentsfor boattailsarelikely to exist,someof which maybemoreprac-
tical. Other meansof reducingbasedrag include castellatedor serratedtrailing edges,38'39 trapped
vortices, 40-42 and splitter plates and vented cavities.l' 43-48 The possibility also exists that base pressure
can be increased through application of a moving surface, or rotating cylinder, at the base "turning"
station as proposed in references 49 and 50. More information on characteristics of rotating cylinders and
the Flettner rotor concept may be obtained in references 51 and 1, respectively. Bearman's careful work
and supporting references 52 address several aspects of base drag reduction that deserve consideration. As
the titles of some of these references indicate, some of these base refinement data were obtained at mod-
erately high subsonic Mach numbers (0.5 to 0.7). Data obtained within this range have been found to be
qualitatively similar to data from very low Mach numbers for trailing edges that produce small radius or
sharp corners over which to separate the flow at the base station. Therefore, a base drag reduction device
should not be rejected as a candidate for highway speeds solely on the basis of conceptual data having
been obtained at moderately high subsonic speeds.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
1. The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center test van, a box-shaped ground vehicle with a truncated
boattail afterbody, has achieved an aerodynamic drag coefficient of 0.242. This drag coefficient is
slightly lower than the trucking industry and U. S. Department of Energy goal of 0.25.
2. Two versions of the test van ground research vehicle (configurations A and F) demonstrate that as
forebody drag is reduced, the base drag is increased. Wind-tunnel tests of these test van shapes at
one-tenth scale provide similar trends. Both sets of data, from the research vehicle and the models,
verify the trend of the base drag-to-forebody drag relationship formulated by Hoerner.
3. Although the test van ground research vehicle data verify the trend of the Hoerner formulation
(qualitative agreement), these data are not in quantitative agreement with the Hoerner equation.
For Hoerner's three-dimensional relationship to approach quantitative conformity with the ground
research vehicle data (and air vehicle data), the numerator coefficient must be increased by a
factor of approximately 3 (a numerator coefficient on the order of 0.09 to 0.10).
4. The relationships described in items 2 and 3 above are also believed to be representative of heavy-
duty tractor-semitrailer combinations (van-type trailers). However, in order to quantify such a
relationship with certainty for full-scale heavy-duty vehicles, further research is recommended.
"Coast-down" tests and base pressure measurements should be performed using a smoothly
integrated, full-scale tractor-semitrailer combination or other large vehicle of comparable fineness
ratio. The experimental vehicle should have provisions for varying the forebody drag over a range
large enough so that a revised numerator coefficient for Hoerner's three-dimensional equation can
be defined with certainty (or, if advisable, a superior relationship may be formulated).
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5. Becausebasedrag increasesas forebodydrag is reducedand thesecomponentsof drag are
additive,afterbodyrefinement(basedragreduction)will be requiredin orderto achieveanoverall
aerodynamicdragcoefficientof 0.25.
6. Assumingthatemployingafterbodyrefinementfor van-typetrailerswill benecessaryto achievea
designgoal dragcoefficientof 0.25,designersmaywant to againusea typeof cab-over-engine
tractor so that the shorterwheel base can afford extra trailer length devotedto base drag
reductiondevices.
7. Basedon the aforementionedforebodydrag andbasedragrelationshipsand the consequences
mentionedin items4 and5 above,tractorandvan-typetrailer designersareadvisedto integrate
their designeffortsandworkasateam.
8. Calculations based upon tentative numerator coefficients for Hoerner's three-dimensional
equation for base drag demonstratethat in the overall aerodynamicdrag-to-forebody drag
relationship,a regionof minimum drag(overa limited rangeof forebodydrag) exists that will
producetheminimumoveralldrag.A byproductof theexperimentsrecommendedin item4 above
couldbethedefinitionof theforebodydragcharacteristicsthatwill achieveor approachminimum
drag for a blunt-based,van-typetractor-semitrailercombinationthat is smoothly integrated.
Accomplishmentof this researchitemwould definethe leastafterbodydragreductionnecessary
to achievethedesigndragcoefficientgoalof 0.25.
9. The findingsand conceptsdescribedin this report for heavy-dutytrucks arealso applicableto
long-rangebusesandmotorhomes.
Dryden Flight Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Edwards, California, September 18, 1998
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APPENDIX
The distinction between the "NASA Dryden-designated" drag coefficient and the "conventional"
ground vehicle drag coefficient is dependent on the choice of reference area. For example, the respective
reference areas can be derived for the test van vehicle used at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center by
referring to data shown in figures A-1 and A-2. Using the dimensions shown, A' - 0.789A, which
accounts for the respective columns of drag coefficient previously shown in table 1 and the differences
between the conventional drag coefficients and those published in references 6, 7, 10, and 21.
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Figure A-1. Test vehicle dimensions for the square-cornered configuration.
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Figure A-2. Sketch to aid understanding of "NASA Dryden-designated" and "conventional" reference
areas. A' h'.= NASA Dryden-designated reference area = w x A = conventional reference area = w x h.
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The rationale for the NASA Dryden designationhas its roots in aeronauticaltradition. Aircraft
traditionally have their wing planform areaassignedas referencearea,and dirigibles or blimps are
assignedtwo-thirdspowerof their volume.Theseareasareusedbecausethey areso closelyrelatedto
lifting or load carryingcapability.FigureA-2 showsthat the loadcarryingcapacityof thebox-shaped
vehicleis moredirectly relatedto A' than to A. This rationale led to the NASA Dryden designation of
reference area, and hence the higher coefficient for drag. However, because the goal for 18-wheel tractor-
semitrailer combinations (van-type) has been defined as an aerodynamic drag coefficient of 0.25 (where
the reference area is defined as w × h ), the NASA Dryden-designated drag coefficients are herein being
transformed by use of the conventional reference area. As table 1 shows, the percentage of reduction of
aerodynamic drag for configurations B to H is, of course, unaffected by the definition for reference area
that is used.
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underestimates this dependence of base drag on forebody efficiency. The demonstrated increase in base drag
associated with forebody refinement indicates that the goal of a 0.25 drag coefficient will not be achieved
without also reducing afterbody drag. A third configuration of the test van had a truncated boattail to reduce
afterbody drag and achieved a drag coefficient of 0.242. These results are included here and references are
identified for other means of reducing afterbody drag.
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